
Qualified Settlement  
Fund Administration

Successful Trial Lawyers Strategically Plan 



How Trial Lawyers Manage 
Settlement
The litigation landscape grows increasingly complex. Before, during, and after you and your client 

approach a settlement, there are obstacles and challenges to collecting it. Milestone provides the 
most comprehensive suite of tools to help you approach every twist and turn along each unique 

litigation journey with peace of mind and confidence. 
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Qualified settlement funds offer trial lawyers 
firm management control like never before.

John Bair
Founder & CEO
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Complete  
Post-Settlement Control

Move Toward the  
New Standard of Client Care

QSFs increase flexibility and yield greater results. How far can you plan ahead in just an instant?

Your greatest ability is flexibility. A qualified settlement fund (QSF) provides you and your client with 
opportunities to unpack the complexities of your settlement and control them. When you plan for the  
post-settlement road with Milestone as your QSF administrator, you’re qualified to:

Just as depositions prepare you for trial, qualified settlement plans—either for your firm or on a 
case-by-case basis—prepare you and your client for future success down the road. 

Gain time to plan 
and recognize  
and control  
100% of income.

Alleviate 
defendant 
participation.

Customize plans 
with sophisticated 
money management.

Separate  
and satisfy all  
parties’ interests.

Reduce litigation 
expenses and 
reallocate  
human capital.

Differentiate  
your firm with  
an added  
service offering.
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Advantageous for all.
A QSF can empower you to remove defendants and their insurers from 
decisions that must be made post-settlement. Defendants may pay 
into a qualified settlement fund in exchange for a general  
release from the litigation. 



Uniquely  
Qualified to Plan
Milestone has been guiding families through transition and tragedy for more than 20 years. 
Each case we’ve worked on presents unique circumstances, obstacles, and challenges along 
the way. Our diverse experience helps us design strategic paths for both attorneys and clients. 
As we keep learning, growing, honing, and expanding our comprehensive settlement planning 
expertise, the unexpected becomes the expected.

Our qualified settlement funds operate under Seventh Amendment Holdings. Established  
in 2014, Seventh Amendment Holdings, LLC, is a Domestic Limited Liability Company in  
the State of New York. 

Milestone brings the brightest minds in the legal and financial fields together to 
provide trusted guidance and support to plaintiffs before, during, and after litigation. 
Our individual experiences and expertise allow us to approach every situation and 
relationship with the specific goals and circumstances of each attorney and client in 
mind. Together, our commitment to finding and providing the best financial solutions 
along the litigation journey, moves your clients forward.

Milestone is the sum of its parts. However, our founder, 
CEO, and driving force, John Bair has spent more than 
20 years helping trial attorneys and their clients navigate 
the post-settlement process and ensuring they set 
themselves up for a secure financial future. John prides 
himself on creating innovative solutions to inequities in 
the civil justice space. He appreciates the challenges and 
scope of each client’s tragedy, which is why he’s built a 
comprehensive firm and team able to execute a suite of 
post-settlement services that map clear roads ahead. 

Securely held.

Forward facing.
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Meet your

A Hard-Hitting Team with the Experience to Deliver 

Experience  —  Compassion  —  Reliability  —  Principles
06Meet Your Milestone



A Sophisticated  
Settlement Planning Tool

A qualified settlement fund (QSF) is a sophisticated planning tool designed to give trial attorneys 
and their clients time to make informed financial decisions as they approach settlement. A QSF 
provides extra time to thoughtfully address the many decisions regarding the disbursement of 
settlement funds. By working with us, you can ensure that your client receives proper guidance 
and education before their settlement money arrives, so he or she can plan how they will manage 
their funds upon receipt. Simultaneously, you can plan 
for how and when you want to receive your fees, and 
be strategic about how and when you receive and  
invest those fees.  

The most beneficial cases?

What is a QSF? 

What Is a QSF?07

Made Possible by Precedent 

In 1986, Congress enacted Internal Revenue Code §468B, which created rules around designated 
settlement funds to resolve plaintiffs’ and defendants’ concerns. In 1994, the Treasury Department 
expanded on this by widening the range of claims that could be considered, such as tort, 
environmental, breach-of-contract, violation-of-law, and other claims as designated by the IRS. 

Qualified settlement funds can be established with ease in most jurisdictions.  
Talk with one of our consultants at Milestone to determine which court is best for you. 

Experience entrusted.

Oftentimes, qualified settlement funds will be referred to as a §468B Trust. 
§468B Trusts are not just for mass tort actions. These trusts can be used to 
settle cases of any value involving multiple plaintiffs or the personal injury 
victim with a derivatively injured spouse, child, or parent.

How are QSFs possible? 

Jurisdiction.

08Legal Precedence

Personal injury

Discrimination Sexual harassment Medical malpractice Wrongful death

Product liability Patent and intellectual property 



We provide QSF petitions, orders, and/or escrow 
agreements for review and approval.

We file petitions for court approval.

We partner with top nationally- and internationally-accredited 
banking institutions.

We provide your firm with an accounting of assets upon request.

We obtain a Tax Identification Number from the IRS.

We issue 1099 forms for attorney disbursements.

We perform ongoing settlement fund accounting  
and reconciliation.

We distribute firm fees and expenses, and claimant  
settlement funds (per written law firm payment  
instructions on firm letterhead).

Strategic  
Administrative Solutions

The Significance 
of Selecting a  
Co-Administrator

With more than 20 years in the settlement planning industry, our 
consultants have worked on a wide range of cases and have developed 
the expertise, knowledge, and skills needed to identify and implement 
the best settlement solutions. As Milestone’s services have evolved 
beyond just tax-free settlement designs, we focus on inventories of 
cases that are personal to the attorney and their staff. 

Attorneys who dedicate their careers to mass tort cases know how complex 
the settlement process can be. Once a mass tort is settled, you are not required 
to use the global administrator appointed through the Master Settlement Agreement 
(MSA). It is implied that this global administrator—typically a large national firm with 
added expenses—will handle multiple functions, such as revenue generation on the deposit, 
lien resolution, data management, claims processing, disbursements, and more. While these 
functions are critical, some require specialists who can guarantee proper performance. You can 
appoint a boutique company to co-administer the most important component of this complicated 
process—growing the qualified settlement fund deposit without any principal risk.

Even if Milestone is not appointed as your QSF administrator, our experienced team is able to manage 
the funds. Through sophisticated money management, we can grow higher earnings for your clients 
while they await disbursement. 

Your QSF administrator.

Savvy mass tort attorneys 
choose specific over global. 

No stone 
is left unturned.
Our scope of services outlines your responsibilities 
around a qualified settlement fund extend  
beyond the initial establishment of the fund. 

You’re unlikely to ask your paralegal to also be your financial advisor. Why place one 
of the most paramount administrative tasks—revenue generation—in the hands of 
anyone who isn’t specialized in cultivating profits? 

Co-administration centered around the most  
paramount task—growing profit.

A Trusted QSF Administrator09
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Relieve the pressure to resolve lien negotiations.

Remove deadlines and time restrictions.

Reassure future financial security. 

Explore More Client Options

Get your clients the time they need to map their futures. A qualified 
settlement fund allows your clients to explore options such as a special 
needs trust to preserve needs-based government benefits, a Medicare 
set-aside to comply with Medicare rules and regulations, or tax-free 
periodic payments instead of receiving the settlement in a lump sum. 
With time controlled, Milestone can help you and your clients take  
full advantage of a settlement and achieve future goals. 

Plaintiff benefits.

Further QSF client benefits:

See the Bigger  
Settlement Picture

Your clients aren’t the only ones who benefit from a qualified settlement fund 
administered by Milestone. By receiving extra time at the end of a litigation, 

you can work to fully address liens and other issues around the impending 
settlement. You can also use this time to develop a strategy around 
how and when you receive your fees. A QSF allows you to plan your 
income through our unrivaled, tax-advantageous attorney fee deferral 
program—feeMaster. If you choose not to defer your fees, a QSF allows 
you to accept fees as quickly as you want, accelerating your critical cash 
flow by months. 

Attorney benefits. 

Regain control over time and income.

Reduce your overall tax obligation.

Reassess your wealth strategy to fit personal and professional goals.

Further QSF attorney benefits:

Paving the Way for   Post-Settlement 
A qualified settlement fund benefits three key players in a lawsuit: the defendant, the plaintiff, and  
the plaintiff’s attorney. After the QSF is established, the defendant can pay into the fund and be released from 
the litigation. With the defendant’s portion of the settlement complete, the pressure is off the plaintiff and 
attorney to quickly execute the financial planning portion of the process. Attorneys and their clients can 
then plan for the influx of income they are both anticipating: the settlement and the attorney’s fee(s). 

QSF benefits.

Client & Attorney Benefits11
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Multidistrict  
Litigation Benefits 

Specialized QSF advantages. A streamlined QSF approach.

Just as clients choose your boutique firm for high-touch, niche representation, we administer QSFs for  
some of the country’s most in-demand specialized practices. A QSF can help with some of the most  
critical business aspects of boutique law operations. 

With all the time and resources invested, you’ve reached your desired destination—a multidistrict 
litigation settlement. The complexity of these cases lead to equally complex post-settlement 
administrative tasks, many of which require experienced specialists. We assist MDL lawyers with 
streamlined strategies that not only offer specialized options, but sophisticated financial flexibility. 

Boutique Benefits

Firm Benefits13
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100% Income Recognition Time to Plan

Timeliness, Reliability, and Ease of Contact

Sophisticated Money Management

Wholistic Experts in Settlement Planning

100% Income Control

Separation of Interest

Client Service Differentiator

Complete Customization

With a firm-wide QSF, you can see exactly how much money is 
coming into the firm from large cases throughout the year. There’s no rushing to call a settlement planner or no worrying about 

plaintiffs spending all their settlement money right away. Settling into 
our QSF provides plaintiffs with the individualized time and space they 
need to plan for their unique circumstances.

The complaint we hear most often regarding appointed MDL 
global administrators is that it takes too long to hear back on 
communications. We’re always available and prepared to  
assist and advocate when you need us.

Our boutique wealth management firm—Monolith—affords  
all plaintiffs settled into a QSF access to sophisticated  
money management services well beyond traditional  
settlement planning—a service most global  
administrators cannot offer in-house.

Plaintiffs get more than a QSF administrator. As a complete 
settlement planning firm, they can rely on us for a variety of 
customizable options such as benefits preservation and special 
needs trusts. We’re also able to assist you in deferring your fees  
for greater tax-exempt earnings. 

Income via the QSF is suspended, giving you the ability to choose 
how much you receive this year versus how much you want to defer 
over years to come.

Once your case is settled, the defendant wants to pay out, you 
want to receive your fees, and the plaintiff wants time to plan. 
Through a QSF, all parties can achieve their desired result.

One way to differentiate your boutique firm from another is to be 
able to tell clients that you have a specific trust in place affording 
them as much time as they need to financially plan post-settlement, 
as well as the opportunity to consult with a CPA and fiduciary—at 
no cost.

As a boutique firm ourselves, we understand the need for a 
customized plan—strategize with attention to every detail—for  
each plaintiff. It’s what we do.



Determining Your 
QSF Options
Based on your circumstances, you may be best served by one of the three types of 
qualified settlement funds:

Which type of qualified settlement fund is best for me?

Qualifications & Process15

As of 2017, our national master qualified settlement fund has already been established by a court 
order. When you settle a case, you have the option to join this QSF without an additional court 
order. This option is attractive when confidentiality and discretion are advantageous or when  
time is of the essence.

A single court order establishes a qualified settlement fund for your entire firm and all its cases. 
As your firm settles cases, all can be paid into this qualified settlement fund. This option is ideal 
when you would like a privately branded fund that can be tailored to your firm and will be used 
frequently throughout the year.

Payment for an individual settlement triggers the defendant’s releases and allows administration of 
funds for that particular case. Individually ordered QSFs can come in the form of a single-claimant 
QSF or a multiple-claimant QSF. This option is beneficial in situations where the specifics of  
the case require it.

National Master QSFs

Firm-Level QSFs

Individually Ordered QSFs

Six steps of implementing a QSF.

16Qualifications & Process

1.

4.

2.

5.

3.

6.

The qualified settlement fund is drafted, filed, and established by the fund administrator (OR a 
joinder and escrow agreement executed such that the case will be joined to a pre-existing national 
master QSF).

Upon counsel request, monthly financial accounting and  
statements are prepared and provided.

Defendant(s) pay the gross settlement amount into the qualified settlement fund, and 
the fund administrator coordinates with the attorney’s firm to obtain signed distribution 
instructions.

Once all disbursements are made, all 
activities related to the account 
closure with the bank are handled 
by the fund administrator.

Tax documents are prepared/provided by the fund administrator as needed, 
and 1099 forms are prepared and issued for attorneys’ disbursements.

Final letter is provided, 
confirming closeout  
of the qualified  
settlement fund.



Take the 
Next Step 

Establishing a qualified settlement fund requires an administrator, an escrow agreement, and 
a court order—Milestone takes care of it all. The law firm of record executes an escrow or 
trust agreement drafted in conjunction with Milestone, which sets the stage for the litigating 
parties to understand their respective roles. Milestone can establish a QSF specific to a case, 
or a firm-wide QSF that encompasses all/multiple cases. Plaintiffs and their attorneys also 
have the option to join to the MIlestone master QSF. Defendants will need a representation 
that their payment as a transferor is qualified and that they are fully released of claims 
brought against them (in addition to any claim that may arise out of the creation of the QSF). 
Then, when the fund is established, the defendant pays into it and is released. 

Opening a QSF.

Next Steps17

Partnership pricing.
There is an upfront flat fee to manage QSFs for individual cases (those that will close after 
the fund is depleted). Our standard administration fee is $2,500 plus interest, and may vary 
on a case by case basis. For firm-wide QSF accounts that will remain open—as cases are 
continually opened and concluded using the same account—Milestone takes an annual 
management fee. As your QSF administrator, we have the legal power under the escrow 
agreement entered into by your firm and our firm, to pay liens, pay legal fees and expenses, 
and fund a special needs trust or design a tax-free settlement plan if needed.

Add Flexibility & Value

Milestone is an acclaimed national settlement planning company. Our team of settlement planning 
consultants works with trial attorneys and their clients across the country, helping to set families up 
for a secure financial future after their lawsuit has settled. 

Make Milestone your partner.
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Ready to plan professionally?  

Call 855.836.2676 for a free, no-obligation QSF consultation. 



737 Main Street | Suite 100 | Buffalo, NY 14203

I N F O @ M I L E S T O N E S E V E N T H . C O M

milestoneseventh.com

855.836.2676   |   716.883.1833


